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That's over here.
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I'll tell,you where that is.

It's over here by (name

not clear).. This Salt Spring was over here at (name not clear)
(Yeah, there is

)

SALT WELLS
And they made salt there.

Now, in this book that I got from the Historical

Society is much about this salt well.
7
(Un-hum.)
But'if you ever get into Oklahoma City, and you read this book, there is a
\
book over there with a lot of information about salt wells.
(Un-hum, when they built the lake though, the salt welJL was covered up..) #
It was covered up.

You know, it s.till comes up ,and you can see the bubbles

come up from it, you know.
it to come up.

It does have some gas in it.

And that causes

You can see it out there and then there's days that are >just"

right and you can still smell that old salt well,
(Well.)
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When we were little kids when we'd get chiggers and stuff on us and you know
how kids would scratch their legs and get sores.

Our folks would go and get

some of that water and bathe us and heal it right up.
(Well, that's most interesting.)
Oh, I lore old history.
V

(Well, I do too.
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And I wish ,1 knew more about it.

Now, of cjurse, you have*the new Hopewell Mission was built

after they abandoned this one here up at what is now Pensacola.
learned much of the history of it.

I haven't

But, now,, of course, the Union Mission

here, that is one of the most well-known of all historical missions.. In
fact, I guess it was the first one to be established here in this country.
In your memory, was there anything left, that you can recall of the founations,
or-the buildings that used to be there at one time?)
Here at the mission?
(Yes.)
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